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Figure 31: Pencil and ink drawing of Martha Mystery sketching inside The Miro Museum
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Figure 4: A B Sea Storyboard
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Figure 6: Illustration from Pura Belpre’s Martina and Mr Perez (1961)
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Figure 35: Photograph cutouts for use with Martha Mystery
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Figure 7: Illustration form Carmen Agra Deedy’s Martina the Beautiful Cockroach (2007)
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Figure 36 to 39: Notes made when working thoughts out
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Figure 8: Storyboard for Martina
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Figure 40: Storyboard for Hylocereus
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Figure 9: Storyboard for Martin - pages with flaps
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Figure 41: Linocut of upright cereus 1
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Figure 10: Rough sketches of ideas for characters
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Figure 11: Illustration of Martina’s house using ink outline
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Figure 43: Storyboard B
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Figure 12: Illustration of Martina caught in spider’s web (unused)
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Figure 44: Storyboard C
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Figure 13: Illustration of Martina dancing with dog
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Figure 45: ‘Hug Me’ (Simona Ciarolo, 2014)
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Figure 14: Illustration of Martina dancing with rooster
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Figure 46: Storyboard D for Hylocereus story
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Figure 15: Illustration of Mr Perez in the noodle soup
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Figures 47-53: Sketchbook notes developing pattern
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Figure 16: Illustration of Martina comforting Mr Perez
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Figure 54: Linocut with background
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Figure 17: Illustration of Mr Perez in soup, digitally coloured
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Figure 55: Linocut without background
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Figure 18: Illustration of Martina’s house digitally coloured
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Figure 56: Storyboard development
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Figure 19: Developing Pig’s character
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Figure 57: Storyboard development
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Figure 20: Illustration of Mr Perez in soup, lino print
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Figure 58: Showing the passing of time, sequential narrative experiment
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Figure 21: Linoprint of Pig approaching Martina
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Figure 59-65: Photographs of maquette for wordless picturebook
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Figure 22: Martina dances with Pig, lino print one colour proof
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Figure 66-67: ‘The Radium Book’ (1905)
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Figure 23: Martina dances with Rooster, lino print one colour proof
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Figure 68: The Glow in the dark book of Ocean Creatures (Harris, 2007)
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Figure 24: Digital illustration of Martina dancing with Rooster
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Figure 69: ‘The game in the dark’ (Herve Tullet, 2012)
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Figure 25: idea for martha mystery in Italy
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Figure 70: ‘Nocturne Dream Recipes’ (Isol, 2012),
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Figure 26: Storyboard for Martha Mystery
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Figure 71: Sketch of second species of Hylocereus
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Figure 27: Sketch of character hiding behind the Doric columns.
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Figure 72: Making pattern of Hylocereus
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Figure 28: Notes and rough sketches for developing Martha Mystery story
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Figure 73: Lino print and first concertina from lino print repeat
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Figure 29: Patch pulls Martha outside MNAC
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Figure 74: New outline using vine Hylocereus
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Figure 75: Development of double page spread
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Figure 103: Alebrijes experiments
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Figure 77: Rise and Fall (Lidberg, 2011)
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Figure 84: Pencil drawing of Saguaro, owl and woodpecker
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Figure 85: Hylocereus vines
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Figure 86: Mountain lions in cave with bats
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Figure 238: Horizon lowered, lighter colour yellow brings the vines to the forefront.
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Figure 92: Pencil drawing of cacti in garden 3
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Figure 249: Illustration of Pipevine Swallowtail and Palo Verde flowers
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Figure 97: Central vines take form, armadillos are illustrated using complementary
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Figure 250: Illustration of Dutchman’s Pipevine
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Figure 251: Completed artwork for colour layer
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Figure 98: Printout of first dummy concertina
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Figure 252: Completed artwork for glow layer
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Figure 99: Soft colours
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Figure 253: Completed artwork for glossary layer
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Figure 100: Brighter printout with bright marker details
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Figure 259: The Wilder West Landscape at night
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Figure 1: Completed MA project: A board game for children to practice speaking when learning a language

1

Figure 2: Journals used for recording and reflecting

Adapting Nonfiction to Incorporate Fiction
My first investigation involved the creation of a fictional story for a nonfiction
text so I chose the alphabet as my nonfiction starting point. I attempted to
create a story under the subject title A B Sea using the alphabet letters.
The work did not develop successfully and was left incomplete My main
observation was that the restrictions that were imposed by the sequence
affect the creative output.
The following pages document some drawings I made in search of the
alphabet story.

Figure 3; First fish stamps

Figure 5: Rough sketches for A, B, Sea
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Figure 4: A B Sea Storyboard
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Figure 6: Illustration from Pura Belpre’s Martina and Mr Perez (1961)

Figure 7: Illustration form Carmen Agra Deedy’s Martina the Beautiful Cockroach (2007)
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Figure 8: Storyboard for Martina
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Figure 9: Storyboard for Martin - pages with flaps
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Figures 10: Rough sketches of ideas for characters
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Figure 11: Illustration of Martina’s house using ink outline
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Figure 12: Illustration of Martina caught in spider’s web (unused)

Figure 13: Illustration of Martina dancing with dog

Figure 15: Illustration of Mr Perez in the noodle soup

Figure 14: Illustration of Martina dancing with rooster

Figure 16: Illustration of Martina comforting Mr Perez
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Figure 17: Illustration of Mr Perez in soup, digitally coloured

Figure 18: Illustration of Martina’s house digitally coloured

Figures 19: Developing Pig’s character
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Figure 20: Illustration of Mr Perez in soup, lino print

Figure 21: Lino print of Pig approaching Martina
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Figure 22: Martina dances with Pig, lino print one colour proof
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Figure 23. Martina dances with Rooster, lino print one colour proof.
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Figure 24. Digital illustration of Martina dancing with Rooster
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Figure 25: Idea for Martha Mystery in Italy.
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Figure 26: Storyboard for Martha Mystery
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Sketchbook details documenting the development of ideas for the storyboard.

Figure 27: Sketch of character hiding behind the Doric columns

Sketchbook details documenting the development of ideas for the storyboard.

Figure 28: Notes and rough sketches for developing Martha Mystery story
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Figure 29: Patch pulls Martha outside MNAC

Figure 30: Patch expressions sketches
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Pencil drawing of a room from the Miro Museum showing Martha Mystery concentrating on a Miro painting.

Figure 31: Pencil and ink drawing of Martha Mystery sketching inside The Miro Museum
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Figure 33: Cover, front and back for Martha Mystery
Figure 32: Idea for paratext

Figure 35: Photograph cut outs for use with Martha Mystery

Outline for cover illustration using a combination of photography and coloured pencil.

Figure 34: Idea for Martha Mystery cover
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Figure 36 to 39: Notes made when working thoughts out
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Figure 40: Storyboard for Hylocereus

Figure 41: Linocut of upright cereus 1

Figure 40: Linocut of upright cereus 2
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Figure 43: Storyboard B
the Hylocereus story. What is a dragon fruit? Storyboard ideas.
Illustrating the ‘dragon’Developing
of dragon fruit.

Figure 44: Storyboard C

Developing the Hylocereus story. What is a dragon fruit? Storyboard i
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Figure 45: ‘Hug Me’ (Simona Ciarolo, 2014)
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Figure 46: Storyboard D for Hylocereus story

Developing the Hylocereus story.
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Illustrating the ‘dragon’ of dragon fruit.

Figures 47-53: Sketchbook notes developing pattern.
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Figure 54: Linocut with background

Figure 56: Storyboard development

Figure 55: Linocut without background

Figure 57: Storyboard development
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Figure 58: Showing the passing of time, sequential narrative experiment
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Figure 59-65: Photographs of maquette for wordless picturebook
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Figure 66-67: ‘The Radium Book’ (1905)

Figure 68: The Glow in the dark book of Ocean Creatures (Harris,
2007)
Figure 69: ‘The game in the dark’ (Herve Tullet, 2012)

Figure 70: ‘Nocturne Dream Recipes’ (Isol, 2012),
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Figure 71: Sketch of second species of Hylocereus
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Figure 75: Development of double page spread
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Figure 76: Digital print concertina

Figure 77: Rise and Fall (Lidberg, 2011)
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Figure 78: Concertina held together on one side

Figure 79: Concertina held together by ribbon
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Figure 80: Illustration showing the simultaneous succession of buds growing

Figure 82: Small owl appears in pencil drawing

Figure 81: Lifecycle of a butterfly illustration
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Figure 83: Storyboard for concertina
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Figure 84: Pencil drawing of Saguaro, owl and woodpecker

Figure 85: Hylocereus vines

Figure 86: Mountain lions in cave with bats
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Figure 88: Ink drawing of vines and roadrunner

Figure 87: Ink drawing of cactus

Figure 89: Collage of ink drawings across spread
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Figure 90: Pencil drawing of cacti in garden 1

Figure 91: Pencil drawing of cacti in garden 2

Figure 93: Pencil drawing of owl

Figure 92: Pencil drawing of cacti in garden 3
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Figure 94: Digital working out pasteboard

Figure 95: Cacti pattern example for background
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Figure 96: The first illustration takes form
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Figure 97: Central vines take form and armadillos are illustrated using complementary colours

Figure 98: Printout of first dummy concertina
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Figure 99: Soft colour palette

Figure 101: Migrant (Mateo, 2014)

Figure 100: Brighter printout with bright marker details
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Figure 103: Alebrijes experiments

Figure 102: Deer sketch and first alebrijes deer

Figure 104: Red alebrijes deer
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Figures 105-111: Development of tortoise character and example of floral alebrijes pattern
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Figure 112-118: Development of grasshopper character and example of geometric alebrijes pattern
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Figures 119-229: Development of roadrunner and coyote characters and example of Persian teardrop alebrijes patterns
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Figures 229-231: Gradual development of landscape using complementary colours
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Figures 232-234: Gradual development of landscape using complementary colours
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Figure 235: Soft colour palette is unable to accommodate the bright colours of the alebrijes

Figure 236: Experiments with a brighter palette. Attempts made to keep the central hill with vines light enough for the GITD pigment to show.

Figure 237: Bright colour experiment, coordinating the mountains and rocks works bit will not allow the GITD material to work effectively.
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Figure 238: Horizon lowered, lighter colour yellow brings the vines to the forefront.

Figure 239: Experiments with more colours as more characters are developed

Figure 240: Diving lines showing the folds of the convertina and indicating the alternating frames
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Figures 241-248: Experiments leading to the developent of the cave
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Figure 249: Illustration of Pipevine Swallowtail and Palo Verde flowers

Figure 250: Illustration of Dutchman’s Pipevine
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Figure 251: Completed artwork for colour layer
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Figure 252: Completed artwork for glow layer

Armadillos are covered in

Agave plants have very thick and
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tough leaves. Humans use them to
make needles and nails. They collect
the Agave nectar to make syrup that
they use instead of sugar.

a hard bone shell that they use
for protection. They are nocturnal
animals so they spend most of their
day sleeping in burrows. At nighttime they search for small insects to
eat. The Three-Banded Armadillo
can roll into a ball shape when it feels
threatened and needs protection.

The clouded sulphur
butterfly spends its time in
the palo verde, where it can hide
from passing lizards and birds.

The Collared Lizard can be
recognised from the black collar
band around its neck.

Desert Tortoises spend most
of their lives in underground burrows.
When they come out of hiding, they
greedily eat as many plants as they
can and fill up with water.

The Epiphyllum is a climbing
plant that has soft green laeves with
small thorns. Its delicate flowers
bloom at night-time.

The Many Hued Grasshopper

Gila WoodpeckerS are stripy

birds that like to eat insects and
berries. They peck holes into the
sides of the Saguaro cactus to make
safe nests, called ‘boots,’ that they
use to raise their babies.

pitaya, is the sweet, refreshing and
nutritious fruit of the epiphyllum,
hylocereus and stenocereus.

Gambel’s Quail live in shrubland
and prefer running to flying. They
scratch at the ground with their
claws, looking for insects to eat.

the Wilder West
GLOSSARY

long beaks so they can reach inside
flowers for nectar. They can fly
forwards, backwards and upside
down. Because they are so small and
so active, they need to eat constantly.

from their shape. They can store
water inside their structure just like
barrels, so they can survive even the
driest desert spell.

Coyotes are at the very top of

the food chain. They hunt in pairs
and will feast on fruits, plants, birds,
reptiles and other animals.

The Antelope Jackrabbit
uses its enormous ears to cool off
from the heat of the day. It is the
fastest of all rabbits and hares in
the world and can reach a speed of
up to 72 km/h.

Bighorn Sheep like to live near

mountains. They can jump across
6m wide gaps with great ease.
When they are thirsty and there is no
water nearby, they use their horns to
remove the spikes from cacti so they
can enjoy their refreshing juices.

desert whiptail lizards

are a female-only species. They
reproduce by making two copies of
their genetic information to lay their
eggs. They have six yellow stripes
along their long, thin body.

dutchman’s pipevine grows
across rocky dry areas. It produces a
toxin that is harmful to animals and
insects to deter them from eating it.

EAGLEs have excellent eyesight

and can fly very high and very fast. As
they fly, they scan the area looking for
their prey. Once they have spotted it,
they dive down and grab it.

giant desert centipedes

can grow as long as 20cm. They like
to live under stones and eat small
lizards and rodents, which they kill
by injecting them with their venom.

Harris Antelope Squirrels

The Gila Monster is a very
slow-moving lizard with a strong
venomous bite. When it is challenged
to a fight by the cheeky rock squirrel,
it always wins, as one clear bite is all
it needs to defeat its opponent.

Great Horned Owls locate
their prey by sound alone. They fly
very quietly, as they have soft wings,
and can sneak up on small animals
like snakes, mice and rabbits.

The Green Darner Dragonfly
is very green and has a thin body
shaped like a needle. They are one of
the largest of the dragonfly species.

Joshua Trees are symbolic of

Hylocereus is the name of the

Dragon Fruit, also known as

Barrel cacti get their name

anna’s Hummingbirds have

The elf Owl is the smallest owl
species. It moves into the hollows
carved out by the woodpeckers to
make its nest and lay its eggs.

are very good at climbing cacti and
avoiding their thorns. They like to
use their tails to create shade for
themselves. When they get too hot,
they find a shady spot and spread
their bodies out to cool down; this is
known as heat dumping.

Horned Lizards sit still on rocks
waiting for their food (ants and other
small insects) to pass by. Their shape
and colours make it easy for them
to blend in. If they feel threatened
and want to scare off predators, they
blow up their body and become
double the size. Some species shoot
blood from the corners of their eyes
to scare off predators.

spiny cactus that grows one of the
three varieties of dragon fruit. It can
grow upright or across the ground.
Its stems are often mistaken for
dead wood and are not particularly
attractive. It makes up for this by
producing one of the desert’s most
special and beautiful flowers, known
as The Queen of the Night. Like the
Epiphyllum and the Stenocereus,
its buds take about four weeks to
grow to a noteworthy size before
blooming for one time only in the
middle of the night. The fruit bat
and moths are responsible for its
pollination. The dragon friut takes
another four weeks to grow fully.

Javelinas, also known as the
collared peccary, are similar to wild
boars. They like to live in large family
groups and hunt for food both in
daylight and at night. Their favourite
food is prickly pear fruit.

the Mojave desert. They provide
good shelter for many animals.
Humans have used their tough
leaves to weave baskets and sandals.
Mormon travellers gave them this
name, as when they first saw them
they thought they looked like the
biblical figure Joshua stretching his
arms to command the sun.

feeds on shrubs and sings all day. He
is a tasty snack for many others so he
must be vigilant to survive.

The Organ pipe cactus grows
only in the Sonoran Desert and gets
its name from its tubular shape. It
can reach a height of 8 metres, which
is similar to the height of a threestorey building.

The Pipevine swallowtail
emits the same toxin as the pipevine
plant and can therefore lay its eggs
there safely as well as drink its nectar.

at night. With their excellent hearing
they can even sense the movement
made by the soft wings of an owl. To
escape dangerous situations, they
can jump as high as 2.75m. They live
on seeds that they carry in pouches
outside their cheeks and never need
to drink water.

The Long-Nosed Fruit Bat
spends all day sleeping upside down
in dark caves. It uses the echo from
its repeated screaches to determine
how far it has to fly to look for food.
It has a long tongue so it can drink
nectar from night blooming cacti like
the Hylocereus.

Roadrunners are the largest of
the cuckoo bird family. They prefer
to run instead of fly and can reach
a speed of 25km/h. They like to eat
small animals.

Scorpions live under stones.

They use the sting in their tails to
paralyse their prey. Male and female
scorpions hold their pincers together
and dance when they meet and want
to start a family.

The
white-lined sphinx
moth, also known as the hawkmoth

or hummingbird moth, has a very
long tongue to help it reach inside
a night-blooming flower and drink
its nectar. With a wing span of up to
20cm wide, it is one of the largest
moths in the world.
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Porcupines

Kangaroo rats only come out

Queen of the Night is the
beautiful flower produced by the
Stenocereus, the Hylocereus and
Epiphyllum cacti. It blooms once a
year for eight hours during the night
and can be as wide as 25cm.

Mule Deer get their name from
their big mule-like ears. They like
to live by rocky hillsides and hunt
for green plants to eat at sunrise
and dusk. They are often hunted by
pumas and coyotes.

ocotilla is found in the open

and rocky plains of the Sonoran and
Chihuahuan deserts. They can live to
be 100 years old and can grow as tall
as 6m.

Opuntias (Prickly Pear) are

typical of the Chihuahuan Desert.
There are many differernt varieties
and all make edible fruit. Unlike
the dragon fruit however this fruit
contains very hard seeds. They
are very popular with animals and
humans because their spikes detach
easily and they make a good source
of nutrition and hydration.

The Palo Verde, meaning ‘green
stick’, photosynthesises through
its green bark and not its leaves. It
provides shelter for many insects, as
well as the young saguaro cacti.

Wilder West Print and Glow.indd 1

are the largest
of the rodent species. They have
sharp, barbed spines that fall off
their bodies and attach to predators
that try to attack them. Because the
spines are barbed, they are difficult
to remove.

PUMAS also called mountian
lions (althought they cannot roar),
cougars, panthers and catamounts,
are the fourth largest cats in the
world. Excellent at jumping as well as
being able to run very fast (80km/h),
they like to live in caves that provide
shelter from the heat of the day.
They tend to come out to hunt at
dawn and dusk. Like the coyote, they
are also at the top of the food chain.

Rattlesnakes get their name
from the cartilage segments that
bump into each other at the end of
their tails when they move. They like
to hunt in open spaces where their
prey cannot hide from them. They
have two sources of vision. As well
as seeing with their eyes, they can
detect heat with pit organs by the
side of each nostril, this is known as
infrared heat vision. They only come
out to hunt when it is warm.

The Rock Squirrel is a very
good climber and can reach tasty
cactus flowers and fruit without
getting pricked.
The stenocereus is a narrow
cactus that grows Queen of the
Night flowers and dragon fruit.

Saguaros are mostly found in

Ringtails are excellent climbers,

which helps them escape from
predators like coyotes. They spend
the daytime sleeping in dens they
have built in tree hollows.

the Sonoran desert. Their trunks are
covered with protective spines and,
like many other cacti, they grow
flowers and make sweet red fruit.
They can grow as tall as 18m (as
high as four double-decker buses).
Humans use the trunks of dead
Saguaros to store water.

Tarantulas are big spiders
with prickly hair and poisonous
venom that live near saguaro cacti.
They prefer to sleep in the day and
come out at night to hunt. The male
spiders die shortly after the female
spiders lay their eggs; sometimes
the female will eat the male.

Yucca plant leaves have waxy
skin so they do not lose water. They
store water in their thick roots and
are known to spread quickly after
wildfires. They can only be pollinated
by the Yucca moth, which lays its
eggs inside the Yucca flower.

The

zebratailed

the wilder west
alebrijes

lizard

has a number of distinctive features
including a stripy tail, yellow and
turquoise scales and very long tail.
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Figure 253: Completed artwork for glossary layer
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Figure 254-257: Completed artwork divided into four sheets, showing overlap of colours with glow layer
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Figure 258: The Wilder West Landscape in daylight

Figure 259: The Wilder West Landscape at night
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living in Colchester, UK. The Wilder West was
inspired by the challenges she encountered

when trying to grow a night-blooming cactus

in her home country Greece. Whilst making
this book, she collected over 300 cacti and
succulent species. The vast majority live in

Greece, in the care of her mother, who is
thankfully a skilled and passionate gardener.

In 2016, the Epiphyllum night-blooming cactus
produced a crop of six delicious dragon fruit for
the fist time.

The Wilder West is a visual narrative of wildlife and culture from the
hot deserts of North America.

Follow the panoramic illustration, inspired by the Alebrijes artforms

still made today by natives of these remarkable lands, to discover

the flora and fauna of the area. Their representation is as unique

as their habitat and existence. To experience the change the night
brings, look at the landscape in the dark after you have looked at it

The Wilder West

Vassiliki Tzomaka is a designer and illustrator

in the light.

The glossary behind the landscape will help you identify each

creature. Look for them on the landscape but keep in mind that
some only appear when it is dark.

The
Wilder
West
A GLOW-IN-THE-DARK
LANDSCAPE
BY VASSILIKI TZOMAKA

A/P Edition
The Wilder West was created in partial fulfilment of the
requirements of Anglia Ruskin University for the degree
of PhD, at the Center for Children’s Book Illustration,
Cambridge School of Art.

VASSILIKI TZOMAKA

Thesis title:
‘A Practice Based Investigation using Design and Illustration
to Explore the Role of Narrative in Nonfiction Picturebooks’.

More facts, photographs and
outlines to create your own
Alebrije designs are available at
www.wilderwestdeserts.com.

All artwork and words are © 2017 Vassiliki Tzomaka.
All rights reserved.

Figure 260: Completed artwork for dust jacket

the wilder west

Life in the day
The hot and dry deserts of North America are
located in western USA and Mexico. In these deserts
temperatures can rise to 40ºC in the daytime and
drop to below 0ºC at night over the course of a day.
Water is scarce and there is very little rainfall.

Life at night
As the sun starts to set and the earth starts to cool
down, the animals that have been avoiding the
heat of the day start to wake. Not all of them will
wake at the same time. Those that are crepuscular

USA

(active during sunset and sunrise) and vespertine

USA

(active in the evening) stir first, whilst those that
are nocturnal (active only at night) wait until it is

To survive these extreme conditions the animals,
plants and organisms living there have adapted to
the climate in various ways.

completely dark. A great deal must happen before
the sun is out and it becomes too hot again. Food
and shelter must be found and predators must be

In the day time surviving the heat is the biggest
challenge. Some animals can move very quickly
across the hot earth which means they can cool off
as they move. It also means that their feet absorb
less of the heat from the ground as they spend less
time resting on it. Others use their bodies to create
shade or to loose the heat they absorb. Reptiles are
abundant because they have exothermic bodies
that don’t retain any of their own heat and rely on
the warmth from the sun.
Desert plants (xerophytic) have developed root
systems to combat the dryness. By locating water
and storing it in their roots and stems they rely on
themselves for water supply instead of the weather.
Without the need to collect rain water, plant leaves
have been replaced by spikes. These protect the
stems storing the water from animals as well as
create some shade from the sun.

avoided. To be able to do this in the dark these
animals have special senses. Some have excellent
night time vision, some can sense movement from

Mexico

a great distance. They are all remarkable.
Moonlight helps those animals that have good
Hot deserts of the world
Sonoran Desert
Chihuahuan Desert
Mojave Desert

vision to see even better, so when the moon is out
those that reply on other senses to survive are at a
disadvantage and tend to hide away. The opposite
happens when there is no moonlight. Those that

alebrijes

Facts

Glow-in-the-dark

rely on their vision can’t see as well and they now

The folkloric art of decorating carvings of animals
with patterns is abundant throughout the three hot
desserts of North America. One such artform are
the Alebrijes sculptures that come from Mexico.
The sculptures are made by either carving animal
shapes into pieces of wood or by creating shapes
using paper mache structures. Each sculpture is
decorated by hand painting brightly coloured
patterns. Sometimes the sculptures resemble the
shapes and characeristics of the plants and animals
of these deserts accurately. Other times they are
completely imaginary.

Sonoran and Baja Californian Deserts
260,000 square kilometers
Abundance of Saguaro and Organ Pipe cacti
The hottest of the three deserts.

After having a look at what is happening in the
desert in the daylight you will be wondering what
happens at night. To see the night time creatures
make your room as dark as you can and look at the
landscape again.

make sure no animal was hiding the nighttime

The Wilder West landscape uses a combination of
real with imaginary colours and patterns inspired
by Alebrijes. Can you tell which parts are real and
which are imaginary?

Chihuahuan Desert
362,000 square kilometers
Abundance of Opuntia cacti
The largest of the hot western deserts with the
largest number of species.
Mojave Desert
124,000 square kilometers
Abundance of Joshua Trees
The driest of these deserts, it is surrounded by
mountains and has large flat plains that get very hot.

have to be more careful in their movements. To
landscape take place with a half full moon.

The animals that you can see both in the light and
in the dark are the ones that don’t depend on
daylight to hunt for food. They are usually at the
top of the food chain and don’t worry about other
animals hunting them. They prefer to nap when
they can and hunt when they are hungry.
Can you remember which animals have gone to
sleep? Let’s hope they are hiding well so that the
night-time hunters don’t catch them.

Figure 261: Completed artwork for inside of dust jacket
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Figures 262-263: Effect of using GITD vinyl sticker

Figures 264-267: Effect of using GITD pigments with printmaking medium
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Figures 268-272: Effect of using GITD pigments with painting medium
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Figure 273: Completed prototype of The Wilder West in dust jacket
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Figure 274: Completed prototype of The Wilder West opened

Figure 275: Completed prototype of The Wilder West opened in dark after exposure to UV light
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